Doppler color flow image size: dependence on instrument settings.
Doppler color flow imaging provides important qualitative information about the location and spatial distribution of intracardiac blood flow. However, the effect of instrument-related variables on the size of color Doppler images requires further definition. Flow of a silicone particle solution was established in a tube or cylinder and scanned as color gain, pulse repetition frequency, depth, and transducer frequency were varied. The diameter of Doppler color flow images were measured during constant laminar or disturbed flow parallel to the ultrasound beam and during laminar flow perpendicular to the ultrasound beam. The diameter of color Doppler images of laminar flow perpendicular and parallel to the beam varied directly with color gain. Diameter varied inversely with transducer frequency for laminar flow parallel to the transducer and inversely with pulse repetition frequency for laminar flow perpendicular to the transducer. The diameter of laminar flow parallel to the transducer varied directly with the depth of the flow area below the transducer. The size of the color flow dropout of laminar flow exactly perpendicular to the ultrasound beam varied directly with transducer frequency and inversely with gain. During disturbed flow parallel to the transducer, the diameter of the image varied directly with gain and inversely with transducer frequency and pulse repetition frequency. Instrument settings have a significant impact on the size of color Doppler images. Understanding the effects of changes in these variables is important for reliable diagnostic use of Doppler color flow imaging.